PRODUCT CATALOG

Shown: African Mahogany Solid Wood Standing Desk
At UPLIFT Desk, we strive to make comfortable, well-designed, ergonomic furniture to help you do your best work. So, when we couldn’t find a perfect height adjustable desk, we decided to design our own. Since then, we’ve added desk converters, ergonomic chairs, and desk accessories to our product line. But our mission remains the same:

To help every person stay healthy, happy, and productive when they work.

Whether your work happens in a home office, a cubicle, or a C-suite, you need ergonomic office furniture that adapts to you. You need a reliable team of experts to help you piece together a work space that helps keep you and your employees healthy. You need knowledgeable professionals standing behind you every step of the way and an industry-leading warranty to back up every product.

We are that team, we’re here for you, and we’re excited to help you build the office you’ve always known you needed.
More beautiful choices for you! We offer same day shipping on more desktop material and size options than any other desk manufacturer. Our solid wood desktops are 1.75” thick.

**Solid Wood**
- Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide)
- Available in any size or shape

**Bamboo**
- Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide), 30” Deep Curved (48”-80” wide), 24” Deep Rectangular (42”-52” wide), 120 Degree, L-Shape, Curved Corner, Conference / Ping Pong Table

**Custom Order Solid Wood**
- Available in any size or shape
- Mesquite (TOP251), Natural Ash (TOP255), Dark Ash (TOP256), Cherry (TOP257)

**Greenguard Gold Laminate**
- Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide), available in 24” Deep Rectangular (42”-72” wide), 120 Degree, L-Shape
- Maple (TOP258), Walnut (TOP259), Bamboo (TOP260), Pecan (TOP261)

**Eco**
- Available in 30” Deep Curve (42”-80” wide), Rounded Corner
- Black (TOP206), White (TOP207)

**E7 Electric Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA115

**ATX Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA120

**Lady Bird Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA124

**Adapt Mobile Laptop Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA121

**Riser Or Clamp Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA100

**E3 Compact Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA101

Prices are available at upliftdesk.com
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Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide)
Available in any size or shape

African Mahogany (TOP234), Rubberwood (TOP235), Dark Rubberwood (TOP236), Backerwood (TOP237)

Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide), 30” Deep Curved (48”-80” wide), 24” Deep Rectangular (42”-52” wide), 120 Degree, L-Shape, Curved Corner, Conference / Ping Pong Table

More beautiful choices for you! We offer same day shipping on more desktop material and size options than any other desk manufacturer. Our solid wood desktops are 1.75” thick.

**Bamboo**
- Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide), 30” Deep Curved (48”-80” wide), 24” Deep Rectangular (42”-52” wide), 120 Degree, L-Shape, Curved Corner, Conference / Ping Pong Table

**Custom Order Solid Wood**
- Available in any size or shape
- Mesquite (TOP251), Natural Ash (TOP255), Dark Ash (TOP256), Cherry (TOP257)

**Greenguard Gold Laminate**
- Available in 30” Deep Rectangular (42”-80” wide), available in 24” Deep Rectangular (42”-72” wide), 120 Degree, L-Shape
- Maple (TOP258), Walnut (TOP259), Bamboo (TOP260), Pecan (TOP261)

**Eco**
- Available in 30” Deep Curve (42”-80” wide), Rounded Corner
- Black (TOP206), White (TOP207)

**E7 Electric Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA115

**ATX Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA120

**Lady Bird Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA124

**Adapt Mobile Laptop Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA121

**Riser Or Clamp Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA100

**E3 Compact Standing Desk Converter**
- UDA101

Prices are available at upliftdesk.com
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Prices are available at upliftdesk.com

**STOOLS**
- Donut Stool CHR460
- Starling Stool CHR464
- Kids Active Stool CHR462

**CHAIRS**
- Vert Ergonomic Chair CHR458
- Pursuit Ergonomic Chair CHR455
- J3 Ergonomic Chair CHR456
- Facet Ergonomic Chair CHR460
- CHR458
- CHR455
- CHR456
- CHR460

**E3 Crescent Stool**
- Motion Stool CHR454
- Ergonomic Kneeling Chair CHR463
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Prices are available at upliftdesk.com
Zilker Single Monitor Arm
Zilker Dual Monitor Arm
System Builder
Keyboard Tray
ACC050
Wave Vertical
Ergonomic Mouse
ACC024
LTG004
LTG001
Illuminate LED Task Light
E3 LED Desk Lamp
E7 LED Desk Lamp with Clamp
ACC009
CPU Holder
WMK001
Basic Wire Management
Modesty Panel with Wire Management
MON020
MON021
Zilker Single Monitor Arm
Zilker Dual Monitor Arm
MON020
MON021
Range Single Monitor Arm
Range Dual Monitor Arm
MON001
MON002
Zilker Single Monitor Arm
Zilker Dual Monitor Arm
MG001
MG002

Prices are available at upliftdesk.com
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Prices are available at upliftdesk.com

Clamp-On Power with USB PDC003

Standing Desk Mat With Heel Grab MAT145

Bamboo Motion-X Board MVT005-BMB

E7 Active Anti-Fatigue Mat MAT010

Bamboo Rocker-X Board MVT012-BMB

Under Desk Hammock ACD042

The patent-pending UPLIFT Power and Data Rail gives you a simple way to connect and power your office. To learn more, visit upliftdesk.com/power-and-data-rail.

Power, data, and benching in one elegant solution.
Ordering four or more desks? We'll design your office layout for free. Visit upliftdesk.com/office-design-consulting-space-planning to learn more.